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CHANGES ARE NEEDED 
 
Over our next two meetings in Spalding and Wigston 
we will be considering the changes needed to ensure 
our future and therefore how we best continue to serve 
our members. Three things will need to change if we 
are to achieve this: 
 

1. CHANGE OUR NAME: Nottingham and Leicester are 
suggesting “EAST MIDLANDS ASSOCIATION OF CIVIC 
& HERITAGE SOCIETIES”. It’s quite a mouthful but the 
advantage is that of minimum actual change in meaning 
and the contraction to EMACHS is still pronounceable 
EMAX, as now. What do you think? The alternatives are 
either even more long-winded or short but generic 
(“East Midlands Heritage”, “East Midlands Vision”?) 
which you may prefer. 
 

2. CHANGE OUR CONSTITUTION: Needed to allow 
membership of local history societies, conservation 
area societies, historic buildings trusts, etc. which are 
necessary members if we are to survive and be 
relevant. The actual changes are minor. Due to the 
happy chance of our failing to amend the constitution 
in 2003, when Civic Trust funding kicked in, we are still 
able to fund ourselves by subscription without 
constitutional amendment. 
 

3. SET AN ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION: Our 
Treasurer recommends £24 (£18 pro-rata until April 
2011) as insuring income (54 X 24 = £1,396) at least 
meets our current expenditure. Of course if many 
existing members do not join – perish the thought – 
that may have to be increased in 2011. That is why it 
will become important for us ALL to go after those new 
recruit societies in our counties and districts. 
 

No. 1 & No.3 could be decided at the AGM. There is now 
insufficient notice before the meeting to amend No.2 
but you could approve a motion for amendment to be 
voted on in July. As always the choice is yours. Only 
please note that any quorate meeting may change 
things, so don’t miss the April or July meetings and 
then complain about changes that have been made on 
your behalf. We are distributing this newsletter 
electronically in advance to allow for the maximum 
thought to be given. 

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTION & THE GOOGLE GROUP 
 

Apart from the above your officers are proposing that with 
immediate effect we introduce general electronic distribution of 
EMACS Magazine. But this only to be automatic to those 
member societies that already send us their newsletters 
electronically: Dronfield, Hinckley, Holbeach, Long Sutton, 
Melbourne, Retford and Wigston. If your name is on the above 
list but you still wish hard copies through the post then please 
let our editor know. If you are not listed above but are willing to 
make the electronic leap then also let our editor know. The 
more who do so the easier and cheaper distribution becomes. 
 

Your attention is also drawn to the members google group 
established by our secretary and that is already proving its 
worth in cascading information down from Civic Voice, 
ASHTAV and the Historic Towns Forum, etc. Please keep him 
updated with any e-mail address changes. 
 

FUTURE TRAINING 
 

Some years ago we conducted a survey of your priorities. 
Membership recruitment and fund raising dominated the 
responses we received. If they still do, or you now have other 
concerns as well, please let us know and we can organise 
training events accordingly. 
 

ASSOCIATION EVENTS. 
 

Saturday. 16th January 2010: The General Meeting at 
Daventry Abbey, Northamptonshire, as the guests of Daventry 
and District Civic Society was overshadowed by fears of 
renewed snowfall but ten of you came from seven member 
societies and we had a good meeting. Our thanks go to 
Marcus Lewis for his illustrated presentation on Daventry and 
the fascinating guided tour of Daventry Museum by the Mayor 
of Daventry and the Curator. 
 

Saturday. 17th April: Ninth AGM and General Meeting in 
Spalding, Lincolnshire, as we go to print. 
 

 
 

THE NORTHAMPTON AWAYDAY. 
 

Saturday. 19th June: The only County town in our region 
without a Civic Society. Lets see if we can change that shall 
we? A whole day in Northampton. Guided walks. Afternoon 
visits. Local contacts. Full details to follow but put the date in 
your diaries now. 
 

Saturday. 17th July: General Meeting at the award winning 
Framework Knitters Museum, Wigston, Leicestershire, as the 
guests of Wigston Civic Society. 
 

Saturday. 16th October: Rutland’s turn. Details to follow. 



NEWS FROM MEMBER SOCIETIES 
 

WIGSTON CIVIC SOCIETY NEWSLETTER     Winter 2010 
 

The need for foot bridges over the canal at Ervin’s Lock, 
South Wigston and at Double Rail Lock on the footpath to 
Countesthorpe has been discussed on several occasions. 
It has now been established there is Section 106 funding 
from the new development near Ervin’s Lock and the Civic 
Society is pressing for a bridge to be erected. 
  
The Society were running out of leaflets for their Two 
Steeples Walk through the local countryside but with the 
help of the County Council the leaflet is being redesigned 
and reprinted. Incidentally kissing gates are gradually 
replacing styles on many footpaths in Leicestershire 
lowering maintenance costs - as well as saving knees. 
 

This is concern over the number of takeaways in South 
Wigston, the effect on their surroundings and on the 
daytime economy. And there is a problem with graffiti. The 
police say they take action when they have proof. 
 

The Civic Society would like to see public art in Wigston 
Magna. And finally there is apparently no bus service from 
Wigston to Oadby on Sundays. Wigston Civic Society and 
many others think that there should be. 
 

SPALDING & DISTRICT CIVIC SOCIETY NEWSLETTER 
 

February 2010 
 

The Society has applied for a Heritage Lottery Grant for a 
Marine Heritage Walk along the banks of the Welland, with 
interpretation panels. There are also proposals mooted for 
a “Fens Waterways Link” that envisages Spalding as a 
“focus for waterways development“. Here however the 
“development” includes a 200-berth marina and the Civic 
Society has understandable concerns. 
 

The Civic Society has strongly criticised a second power 
station but has already campaigned for its Section 106 
monies to be spent on projects to improve the town - A full 
cycleway network, an appraisal and strategy for protection 
and enhancement of the riverside, and an area of new 
parkland. In the event Councillors couldn’t agree to these 
and there was immediate argument in Council, some 
Councillors wanting only a general pot of money that the 
Council could then spend on whatever it felt like. 
 

The Society has also expressed major concerns about a 
proposed rail freight hub and the designs for the Red Lion 
Street Food Centre. Having fought the good fight for fifty 
years this is a Civic Society that is not one for the quiet life! 
 

SLEAFORD & DISTRICT CIVIC TRUST  
QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER                           Spring 2010 
 

Having celebrated restoration of the dignity and elegance 
of the Library Building façade the Trust is alarmed to read 
of plans to uproot the library service and move it to a smart 
new development on the site of the former County Council 
offices, well away from the centre of things in the Market 
Place, the focal significance of which is already under 
threat from planned new developments elsewhere. The 

smart new development rejoices in the catchy title 
“Customer Campus”. But the Trust emphatically points out 
that the people of Sleaford are not “customers” but sharers 
in services they provide for themselves through their taxes. 
 

The Trust has made its Annual Award to Money’s Mill, 
which has been rescued from six years of dereliction. In 
carrying out the various alterations and establishing the 
Curio Café the owners have revived an important listed 
building with a valuable new function. 
 

Finally congratulations go to a nebulous group of the public 
spirited who work away in the subway beneath the railway 
at the station level crossing, hitherto a well known target for 
graffiti. Person or persons unknown have taken to painting 
out the graffiti and then returning to paint out the fresh 
graffiti for however long it takes. It actually begins to look 
as if their persistence is paying off, as the period between 
repaints gets steadily longer. 
 

RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY NEWS                2010 
 
Retford Civic Society continues to be heavily involved in 
exciting projects to improve the town, and this coming year 
the emphasis will be very much on ‘working together’ with 
organisations, the public and private sectors to gain 
funding for heritage projects and initiatives.  
 

The Society has been working closely with Bassetlaw DC 
to produce a new conservation area plan for Retford with 
the objective or preserving and enhancing the town.  It has 
also been working with the District and County Councils on 
funding hard landscaping of the Market Square to visually 
and practically improve this important open space. Work is 
due to start in the near future. 
 

The Civic Society was happy to bring in funding and help 
oversee the restoration of the entrance gates and railings 
to King’s Park, a much valued and admired community 
space in the centre of the town. And as part of further 
heritage improvements throughout Retford the Society was 
able to gain access to funding from the Ironmongers 
Company in London to restore the fine Georgian cast iron 
balcony and bootscrapers at No.7 Grove Street. 
 

There were no less than eight winners and ten 
commendations in a record breaking 2009 Retford-in-
Bloom. Local pubs and schools were especially prominent 
in vying to beautify their town. 
 

Retford Heritage Open Day, organised by the Civic Society 
on 12th September 2009 was yet another major success. In 
addition to many buildings opening their doors, 
Chesterfield Canal Society gave boat trips and a 1947 
vintage bus ran tours around Retford. Both were extremely 
popular with large crowds. The Society is already planning 
to go “bigger and better” in 2010. 
 

Finally anyone travelling to or from Retford Railway Station 
shouldn’t miss the wonderful exhibition of Retford Past & 
Present that is brightening up the waiting rooms and that 
has been jointly mounted by Retford Civic Society and 
Retford Photographic Society.  



NOTTINGHAM CIVIC SOCIETY NEWSLETTER 
 

January 2010           www.nottinghamcivicsociety.org.uk 
 

The English Heritage campaign for 2009 focused on 
“Conservation Areas at Risk”, which they rightly feel are 
giving considerable cause for concern. In view of this it is 
encouraging to note that Nottingham City Council is now 
adopting a much stricter approach to the fate of buildings in 
the City’s conservation areas. It is to be hoped that 
forthcoming conservation area reviews will give greater 
protection to the historic and architecturally notable 
features of these important city neighbourhoods, and that 
this importance will be more widely acknowledged and 
publicised. It is all too easy for the character of a town or 
city to disappear bit by bit, and it is to be hoped that urban 
environments nationally will benefit from the sort of 
approach now being adopted by Nottingham.  
 

There are proposals for three new conservation areas 
including the Sutton Passeys Estate. The Civic Society has 
also recommended that The Meadows should be 
designated a conservation area, as much of it remains 
unaltered and creates impressive domestic streetscapes. 
 

There is a “List of Buildings of Local Interest” supposedly 
held by local planning authorities. In raising the issue of the 
Nottingham List with planners, the Civic Society has 
agreed to look at a revision, as some buildings have gone 
and others need to be added. Although the Local Interest 
List does not carry legal authority, as either the Statutory 
List or inclusion in a conservation area, it can nevertheless 
provide important guidance to those involved in the 
protection and enhancement of the built environment. 
 
The importance of pub buildings is recognised nationally, 
and there has been much talk of their social, historic and 
architectural significance. Many of these buildings remain 
unprotected against demolition or inappropriate reuse, 
being neither listed nor within a conservation area. 
 
Whatever their current use may be, former cinema 
buildings dating from 1920 to 1940 are some of the easiest 
buildings to spot in the urban landscape and a fascinating 
article highlights a number of survivors in Nottingham, 
some of which are still there but have not functioned as 
cinemas for nearly sixty years. Most notable is “The Elite” 
in Upper Parliament Street, undoubtedly the most splendid 
cinema complex in Nottingham, a magnificent building built 
for public enjoyment with restaurants and tea rooms in 
various architectural styles, as well as a cinema. 
 

The 2009 Nottingham Lord Mayor’s Awards have been 
made, the overall award going to The New Art Exchange 
on Gregory Boulevard. This is a sophisticated and yet very 
friendly building. Although uncompromisingly modern and 
faced in black brick it sits comfortably between its 
distinguished red brick Victorian neighbours. However your 
editor was most impressed by the commendation that went 
to St. John’s Church and Community Centre, Carrington, 
for alterations and extension to provide a new entrance 
and new community facilities. (So there!) 

MELBOURNE CIVIC SOCIETY NEWSLETTER 
 

January 2010          www. melbournecivicsociety.org.uk 
 

In August 2000, East Midlands Airport submitted a 
planning application to North West Leicestershire DC to 
extend the runway from 2893 to 3083 metres. This 
extension would enable very large freight aircraft such as 
to take off with a full payload. Such takeoffs require more 
power and would therefore be noisier.  
 

After many delays, NWLDC planning committee finally 
approved the application on November 3rd 2009, subject to 
a legally binding agreement to limit nighttime noise. Noise 
exposure is calculated by the area of a specified average 
noise level over a given time period – known as the noise 
contour. NWLDC have selected the 55 decibel average as 
an appropriate average level for the 8 hour (23.00-07.00) 
night period and have determined that the area of the 55dB 
contour shall be limited to 16 sq kms. In 2008, this noise 
contour area was actually 12.9 sq kms, so the NWLDC 
limit does allow some future increase in nighttime noise. 
But EMA had previously proposed to increase this noise 
contour to 20 sq kms, so the NWLDC decision places a 
real limit on proposed noise levels.  
 
The Civic Society addressed the NWLDC planning 
committee on behalf of all residents’ groups attending the 
Independent Consultative Committee. They welcomed the 
NWLDC attempt to impose legal limits on night noise, 
deplored the proposed limit, which still allows noise 
increases, and urged that the limit should be progressively 
reduced over time.  
 
Following the decision there appear to be three options for 
EMA: accept the limit on noise and build the extension, 
forego the runway extension and continue operations 
without noise restrictions or appeal against the decision.  
 

In the meantime, the consultation on EMA’s draft Noise 
Action Plan (NAP) has closed. The draft NAP did propose 
large increases in night noise, and is incompatible with the 
noise limit imposed by NWLDC planning committee.  
 

There was a massive turn out for the annual Autumn Litter 
Pick this year. Members of both Melbourne Civic Society 
and The Athenaeum Club joined in the fun. 
 

The end of the year has been a busy time for planting 
bulbs in Melbourne. Trent Lane in Kings Newton should be 
a splash of colour in spring. Thanks go to the residents 
who turned out to do the hard work. The site of Thomas 
Cook’s birthplace in Quick Close is set to have a fine 
display of miniature daffodils and Civic Society members 
braved a cold and wet morning to plant what seemed an 
unending number of bulbs!  
 

The Society has also given bulbs to Melbourne Infant and 
Junior Schools. The caretaker at the Infant School also let 
himself in for a challenge when faced with a good supply of 
tulips to plant. But as he runs the School Gardening Club 
he was eager to involve the children and get stuck in. 



LEICESTER CITIZEN          
 

March 2010  www.leicestercivicsociety.org.uk 
 
Leicester City Council has now published the total cost for 
destruction of the historic Bowstring Bridge (EMACS Mag. 
No.21) as £497,000. Fat good this shocking revelation may 
do them. The contractor’s quote of £472,000 would never 
have been published if someone in the Council hadn’t 
leaked the information last August. The Civic Society says 
the additional £25,000 for “security” is scandalous. The 
Council has effectively spent £25,000 of the people’s 
money in securing the destruction of a monument that the 
people were prepared to take direct action in preventing 
from destruction. Although shaken by this disastrous 
vandalism, the Civic Society has commissioned a memorial 
plaque to the bridge to be erected in its immediate vicinity. 
 

The 2009 Civic Society Awards for Architecture have found 
two worthy recipients. Wesley Hall Centre in Spinney Hill 
Park Conservation Area are to be congratulated on the 
superb restoration of their frontage, with its 1903 stained 
glass, as are Wyggeston & Queen Elizabeth I College for 
the New James Went Building that compliments the 
neighbouring listed buildings of Leicester University. 
 

Publication of the English Heritage list of “Conservation 
Areas at Risk” in 2009 took everyone by surprise. As a 
result of detailed surveys conducted by Leicester Civic 
Society and the Conservation & Urban Design Section of 
Leicester City Council, the City is better prepared for 2010 
and the Civic Society has already written to English 
Heritage to inform them of this. English Heritage calculated 
seven at risk out of twenty-four. (Four times the national 
average!) As a result of these surveys the City Council 
figure is now three at risk, though the Civic Society 
calculate five. The surveys were also a means by which 
the Victorian Society and Stoneygate Conservation Area 
Society were able to participate in this important work. The 
Civic Society is now planning to survey potential new 
conservation areas over the next two years. They calculate 
initially that Leicester may have up to thirteen of these. 
 

The Society is taking direct action over the closure by the 
Diocese of Leicester of the Early Medieval Church of St. 
Peter, despite massive public protest. They are already in 
negotiation with the Churches Conservation Trust to seek a 
viable future for this priceless heritage asset dating from 
1082 but now abandoned by the Church of England. 
 

Hidden behind No.40 Market Place Leicester is a 16th 
Century timber framed house that was exposed to view 
during clearance works to the rear of a shop front. The 
Civic Society has applied to English Heritage to have this 
ancient building added to the Statutory List.  
 

Leicester Civic Society has welcomed new bus station 
proposals that will enable the pedestrianisation of 
Haymarket and Church Gate to be undertaken and thereby 
complete pedestrianisation of the City Centre (albeit at 
least thirty years late!) The development will also enable 
much needed environmental improvements to go ahead in 
the Church Gate Conservation Area.  

BOURNE CIVIC SOCIETY NEWS               
 

 February 2010                   www.bournecivicsociety.org.uk 
 

In spite of the bad weather in January, Baldock’s Mill 
Heritage Centre continued to open as normal due the 
commitment of Society volunteers. A comment this on the 
advantages of having museums and heritage centres run 
by volunteers. One can add that many do not open in the 
winter due to local council ownership. But spare a thought 
for the poor volunteer who has to organise the volunteers! 
 

BEESTON & DISTRICT CIVIC SOCIETY NEWSLETTER 
 

February 2010                www.beestoncivicsociety.org.uk 
 

The Civic Society is planning a set of new picture 
postcards designing a new membership leaflet, and is hard 
at work on its blue plaque scheme. A busy year is ahead. 
 

Having campaigned for its reopening, the Society was 
delighted that Wilford Suspension Bridge over the River 
Trent was repainted and reopened in January, having been 
closed for major repairs since July 2008. 
 

And finally back to those blue plaques. Beeston CS is 
compiling a formidable list of famous Beestonians for its 
blue plaque project. These include a 19th Century 
astronomer, an education campaigner, an admiral, an 
inventor who failed to patent his machines, a military 
commander, a public transport entrepreneur, a world-class 
manufacturer who failed to insure his factory, a journalist 
and a bare-knuckle fighter! Who says our local towns don’t 
ever produce interesting people? 
 

THANK YOU - PLEASE KEEP THE NEWS COMING! 
 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 

The East Midlands Association of Civic Societies originated with 
The Midlands Amenity Societies Association founded in 1987 to 
represent societies registered with the former Civic Trust.  
 

Chairman EMACS: Ernie Napier, 75 Robin Hood’s Walk, Boston, 
Lincolnshire, PE21 9EY. libdemernie@aol.com 
 

Vice-Chairman EMACS, Representative to the East Midlands 
Heritage Forum, and Chairman Nottingham Civic Society: Hilary 
Silvester, 22 Wheatfields Road, Nottingham NG3 2PQ. 
hilarysilvester2002@yahoo.co.uk 
 

Hon. Secretary EMACS, Chairman Hinckley Civic Society & Hon. 
Secretary Leicester Civic Society: Howard Wilkins, 46 Brookside, 
Burbage, Hinckley, Leicestershire LE10 2TL. Ph: 07703-459028. 
chairman@hinckleycivicsociety.org.uk 
 

Hon. Treasurer EMACS, Editor EMACS MAGAZINE & Chairman 
Leicester Civic Society: Stuart Bailey, 48 Meadow Avenue, 
Loughborough, Leicestershire, LE11 1JT. Ph: 01509-520904. 
chairman@leicestercivicsociety.ork.uk 
 

Society Casework Advisor & Hon. Treasurer Nottingham Civic 
Society: Ian Wells, 4a Kelvin Road, Thorneywood, Nottingham, 
NG3 2PR. Ph: 0115-950-4464.  
ianwells@thorneywoodfslife.co.uk 
 

The opinions contained in EMACS MAGAZINE are not 
necessarily those of the editor, the East Midlands Association of 
Civic Societies or of its officers. 
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